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If you are not currently a member of ALIPC we hope you will find the information 

provided valuable and will consider membership with our organization. To join simply go 

to the web address provided http://www.se-eppc.org/alabama/membershipltr.pdf  or click 

on http://www.se-eppc.org/  and follow the links for Alabama. 

 

 

Introduction 
Hello everyone.  My name is Soos Weber, and I am the new secretary of ALIPC. We have not 

had a newsletter out in quite a long time, and I hope to reverse that and keep one published each 

quarter.  I am proud that ALIPC holds a great annual conference, offering land managers, large 

and small, the best available scientific information on the control of invasives. ALIPC serves the 

Alabama community of agencies and individuals that manage land with the most up to date 

techniques to keep as much of the natural biodiversity that we are so proud of in Alabama. If you 

have any concerns or suggestions for future articles in this newsletter, please do not hesitate to 

contact me via contact info available on the website.  
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NISAW—National Invasive Species Awareness Week, Feb. 21-27, 2016 
by Soos Weber, Restoration Ecologist 

 

WE ALL CAN PARTICIPATE IN EVENTS ACROSS THE NATION to raise awareness and 

identify solutions to invasive species issues at local, state, tribal, regional, international and 

national scales. 

ALIPC and Monte Sano State Park are planning a free workshop in Huntsville Alabama at 

Monte Sano State Park Lodge on Feb. 23rd from 9-4 p.m. This Invasive Plant ID and Control 

Workshop is posted on Eventbrite:  www.eventbrite.com/e/invasive-plant-species-id-and-

control-workshop-free-tickets-20426626590.   

The National Association of Invasive Plant Councils (NAIPC), of which ALIPC is a member, is 

hosting a webinar series during NISAW. Starting off the series on Feb 22 will be a talk on 

Invasive Plant Control Methods by Stephen Enloe. Stay tuned for more information! 

Do you have an event planned for NISAW?  If so, let us know! Check the NISAW website 

(www.nisaw.org) early this year for more information on additional events and a Toolkit which 

may be useful in planning events. In years past they’ve had an interactive map where folks could 

post where events for NISAW were being held.  

 

The Mobile County Habitat Incentive Program   by Joyce Nicholas, NRCS 

The Mobile County Soil & Water Conservation District has been awarded a grant to assist 

private land owners in the fight against invasive species plants in Mobile County.  The main 

focus is the dreaded Cogongrass; however, additional invasive plants listed on the Alabama 

Invasive Plants Council List may be eligible for treatment.  Mobile County has been plagued 

with many invasive species plants as the warm climate and ample rainfall creates a haven for all 

things that grow—especially the weeds.  Cogongrass takes over—as you all know— and left 

alone it will crowd out most other plants. 

The National Fish and Wildlife Foundation awarded the District a $200,000 grant for the Mobile 

County Habitat Incentive Program.  The grant will be processed over a two year period, with 

funds offsetting expenses associated with conservation practices used to improve wildlife habitat 

in bottomlands and uplands.  The conservation practices will be installed and certified to NRCS 

standards.  Reimbursement will be at the 50/50 cost share rate, with a maximum pre-determined 

dollar amount allowed for conservation practices.   

The Process: The Mobile County-Habitat Incentive program will enroll as many acres as 

possible in the two year program for the restoration or ‘reclamation’ of land to improve wildlife 

habitat and the treatment/control of cogon grass in South Alabama.  

Sign-up will be continuous with a first batch date of Jan 1, 2016; priority area is any watershed 

south of intersecting the I-10 corridor that runs east and west in Mobile County.   

http://www.eventbrite.com/e/invasive-plant-species-id-and-control-workshop-free-tickets-20426626590
http://www.eventbrite.com/e/invasive-plant-species-id-and-control-workshop-free-tickets-20426626590
http://www.nisaw.org/


A site specific conservation plan for pest management of invasive plants on uplands and/or 

bottomlands will be provided to private landusers.  The sites will be ranked, those scoring the 

highest environmental points will be funded accordingly and until grant funds have been 

exhausted. 

Using the 9-step planning process, NRCS conservation planners will work with each individual 

applicant to create a site specific conservation plan for the land use. All land use sites are eligible 

for the program.    

Goals and Methods: The main goal for the program is to treat invasive plants on 1000 acres of 

land that will benefit directly from these and other conservation practices applied during the life 

of the conservation plans developed for each participant.   

Another goal is to hold educational meetings to enhance awareness of the invasive species plants 

in Mobile County.  Through events for the general public and working with our partners at 

Alabama Cooperative Extension System, Alabama Department of Environmental Management 

and the Alabama Forestry Commission, local Non-government Organizations (NGO’s) and other 

agencies we will host outreach meetings in the targeted areas of concern for the grant. 

The Mobile County-Habitat Incentive program will provide a free site evaluation to land users. 

During field visits, assessment of treatment areas will be made using GPS for accuracy providing 

data which will be used for comparison at the end of the three year conservation plan.   

Conservation practices eligible include pest management (two consecutive years of treatments), 

prescribe burn, fire lines, brush management, wildlife habitat enhancement, critical treatment 

areas, use exclusion on sensitive sites with livestock present, and forage establishment. 

The conservation plan with plan maps, and the pre-determined amount of funding for pest 

management and or additional conservation practices required to meet the needs of the site, will 

be reimbursed to the individual landusers upon completion of practices and submittal of bills.  

The receipts for the conservation practices applied will be reviewed and then approved for using 

and working within the guidelines of the Al State Cost Share Program determined by the Mobile 

County Soil & Water Conservation District. 

Our goals are to enhance the landuse areas in Mobile County-by controlling the weeds and then 

planting pollinator plants and/or other native  plants according to whether the land users desire to 

restore the site to native grasses, trees or shrubs.   

The program guidelines are based on the Alabama State Cost Share Program; the Mobile County 

Soil and Water Conservation District will have final approval for applicants and payments.  The 

cost share for specific conservation practices—used by the Alabama Soil and Water Districts to 

control the invasive plant with a 50/50 cost share program—funded through the National Fish 

and Wildlife Foundation. We will work with individuals who have lands south of the I-10 

corridor that runs through south Mobile County; if any of you have contacts with individuals or 

groups that may be interested in our cause call our office 251-441-6505. 

                                         ………………………………………… 



Kudzu (Pueraria montana) – Can it be Completely Eradicated? A Review of 

Several Control Methods Implemented under the Kudzu Redesign Grant  
by Dana Stone, AFC 

 

Kudzu, a perennial, semi-woody, leguminous vine occurs throughout the southeast, 

encompassing every land type from rural forests to urban terrains. This large vine with trifoliate 

leaves is easily recognizable as the vine grows over vegetation and structures alike – practically 

‘consuming’ everything in its path. Not surprisingly, kudzu is known to many as “the vine that 

ate the south”. Native to Asia, this non-native vine can grow as much as one foot a day during 

the height of its growing season.  

 

Kudzu was intentionally introduced into the United States, first in 1876 at the Centennial 

Exposition in Philadelphia. In 1883, kudzu was introduced to the southeast at the New Orleans 

Exposition. Because of its visual appeal and rapid growth, kudzu was promoted as an ornamental 

plant to shade porches and was known as the “porch vine.” Eventually, kudzu was used as a 

cover plant for livestock forage and soil stabilization. By the 1950s, however, the rapidly 

spreading vine was soon removed from the list of acceptable cover crops from the Agricultural 

Conservation Program and by the 1970s it was classified as a noxious weed.   

 

Although the exact acreage is not known, kudzu may cover several million acres across the 

southeast. With its extensive tuberous root system, controlling kudzu is quite difficult. Vines 

grow outwards in all directions and nodes on the vines can root when in contact with soil. 

Because of this characteristic which allows the formation of independent plants, each root crown 

must be treated or removed in order to eliminate the kudzu infestation.  

 

Funded by the USDA Forest Service, the Alabama Forestry Commission was awarded the 2012 

Kudzu Redesign Grant. The main goal of this grant was to document the location of kudzu 

infestations, apply a control treatment and restore these sites with native vegetation. Because of 

the extent of kudzu infestations in Alabama, these activities were conducted on strategically 

focused and confined areas where results can be quantified. Sites included Red Mountain Park 

and on agency-managed state lands.   

  

Red Mountain Park, a 1200-acre park in Birmingham, was a sub-recipient of the Kudzu 

Redesign Grant and implemented control treatments for kudzu on selected areas within the park. 

Because some herbicides are residual in the soil and can make immediate establishment of native 

vegetation difficult, Red Mountain Park tested several different methods of controlling kudzu. 

The steep terrain and visibility of certain areas also influenced the type of control method used. 

Mulching, plowing, livestock grazing and herbicide spraying were the main control methods that 

were used at the park.  

 

A 5.5-acre site infested with kudzu and Chinese privet was plowed in the fall of 2013 to cut and 

expose kudzu roots. A glyphosate herbicide was immediately sprayed to control the Chinese 

privet and the uprooted kudzu. In February of 2014, the tract was sowed with rye grass and 

planted with tree seedlings to restore the site with some native vegetation. On another site near a 



sensitive, historical site within the park, Kiko goats were to 

control kudzu and other invasive plants. A company from 

Virginia called “Goat Busters” delivered 50 goats along with 2 

Great Pyrenees dogs.  During the seven days at the park in 

August of 2014, the goats consumed over 2 acres of vegetation.  

Overall, approximately 150 acres of sensitive areas and 

historical sites at the park received treatment to control kudzu 

and other non-native plants.   

  

In 2015, Red Mountain Park continued to implement control treatments for kudzu, Chinese 

privet and other invasive plants on additional areas on the property. Restoration efforts were also 

initiated on several of the treated sites. For example, 75 longleaf pine seedlings were planted on 

one site in January of 2015 as a case study to monitor the success of native tree reforestation. A 

thorough inventory was conducted at the park in 2015 and 250 acres were identified and placed 

under invasive management protocol. Because of the overwhelming positive response from the 

public, Red Mountain Park contracted once again with ‘Goat Busters’ to use the goats to control 

invasive plants.  

 

The Alabama Forestry Commission (AFC) initiated 

spraying and other control treatments for kudzu, 

cogongrass, and other invasive plants on several 

agency-managed state lands. AFC employees at the 

Chilton County Office worked on controlling kudzu at 

Thorsby Seed Orchard. Approximately 40 acres of 60 

acres infestation of kudzu was sprayed with Milestone 

during August and September of 2014. Approximately 

10 acres were re-sprayed in 2015.  

 

The Alabama Forestry Commission also continued herbicide treatment for kudzu, cogongrass, 

and other invasive plants on additional agency-managed state lands. At the 191 acre Stauffer 

State Forest, an approximately 3 kudzu infestation was successfully treated in 2014, with only a 

few sprigs requiring re-treatment in 2015. Similarly, at Macon State Forest, an approximately 2 

acre infestation was treated in 2014 and in 2015 only a few sprigs required re-treatment. Nearly 

all of the known kudzu infestation on the Macon state forest was treated.  

 

The most common concern, however, about a kudzu infestation is whether it be completely 

eradicated from a site. Some kudzu infestations may require an annual treatment for up to 10 

consecutive years for complete control. So far, these rather different, but quite impressive control 

treatments are working quite well. Sites that were plowed and immediately sprayed with 

glyphosate and then planted with vegetation do not appear to have any kudzu sprigs. The 

herbicide Milestone appears to control approximately 95% of the kudzu infestations after one 

spray treatment. Annual monitoring of these sites over the next several years will be conducted 

to evaluate the success of all treatments applied.   



 

References: 

 http://georgiaencylopedia.org/articles/geography-environment/kudzu  

 Hazelhoff, Ian; Red Mountain Park Kudzu Redesign Grant Annual Report 

 Springer, Bruce; Alabama Forestry Commission Kudzu Redesign Grant Annual Report 

 Loewenstein, N.J., Enloe, S.F., Everest, J.W., Miller, J.H., Ball, D.M and Patterson, M.G. 

2014. The History and Use of Kudzu in the Southeastern United States. Alabama 

Cooperative Extension System, ANR-2221.  http://www.aces.edu/pubs/docs/A/ANR-

2221/ANR-2221.pdf  
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GET THE APP! 

The Southeast Early Detection Network (SEEDN) app brings the power of 

EDDMapS (https://www.eddmaps.org/) to your smartphone.  Download it 

for free at:  http://apps.bugwood.org/apps/seedn/ 

By reporting sightings of invasive plants and other invasive pests, we can 

better assess the extent of the infestations and hopefully eradicate new 

infestations before they become huge problems. The goal of SEEDN is to 

make identification and reporting as easy and efficient as possible. 

                                  

 

 

 

Eastern Baccharis--A Native “Invasive” Moving Inland  
By Walter Cartwright, AFC 

 

Eastern Baccharis (Baccharis halimifolia), known also as saltbush, groundsel tree or groundsel 

bush, was once confined to coastal areas of Alabama and neighboring States. Some believe that 

Hurricanes Ivan and Katrina may have played a role in dispersing it northward into Alabama and 

Georgia. Like some other invasives, hunters from South Alabama and Florida may have 

transported it on their trucks, tractors and implements. I have observed it near Columbiana in 2-3 

year old plantations, edges of woods and fields, and at Wal-Mart of all places! Burger King next 

door is pruning theirs like an ornamental! 

 

My wife, Annette and I purchased 60 acres in southwest Butler County 2 ½ years ago and have 

worked to improve the property. I found a rather rugged looking shrub that I was not familiar 

with nor had seen before. I looked on the internet and thought I had it identified as Eastern 

http://georgiaencylopedia.org/articles/geography-environment/kudzu
http://www.aces.edu/pubs/docs/A/ANR-2221/ANR-2221.pdf
http://www.aces.edu/pubs/docs/A/ANR-2221/ANR-2221.pdf
https://www.eddmaps.org/
http://apps.bugwood.org/apps/seedn/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bugwood.seedn&feature=search_result#?t=W251bGwsMSwyLDEsImNvbS5idWd3b29kLnNlZWRuIl0.


Baccharis. I cut a piece of the bole and brought to the office where it was officially identified as 

such. I began the search for a cure, and Nancy Loewenstein suggested I try burning it. Well, that 

presented a problem for us as we had a stand of hardwood and pine that had been clearcut 15 

years ago and was left to regenerate naturally. The stand was very open when hurricanes drove 

up through Alabama in 2004 and 2005, providing a perfect environment for the seed to 

germinate. We also have 25 acres of pine plantation that has been burned the last three years and 

no Baccharis grows there, supporting Nancy’s suggestion.  

 

The bush or small tree can grow from 5-12 feet tall with 

one to several stems and is generally not noticed until fall 

when flowers appear. The shrub then is covered with 

white showy blooms with many flowers that produce 

seeds that are white and hairy, much like dandelion or 

thistle. They are easily dispersed by the wind and grow 

anywhere they can get direct sunlight. The semi-

evergreen leaves are alternate and somewhat leathery, 

bright green to grayish, 1-3 inches long and ¼ to ½ inch 

wide, variable in shape from diamond shape to oval or 

egg shape. Large leaves are coarsely toothed on the upper 

half; smaller leaves near the tips. Male and female trees 

appear together and are easily cut with a saw or machete, 

but sprouts must be controlled. Eastern Baccharis is 

poisonous to cattle and may be attractive to them when 

other foliage is not available during winter months and 

drought periods. Cattle generally find it unpalatable and it 

is a poor to moderate browse for white-tail deer. I have seen deer eat privet and wax myrtle when 

they don’t have other foliage but have not seen them browse on the baccharis plants on our 

property. 

 

As mentioned above, fire can help keep the shrub from getting established, as I have seen on my 

own property. I asked several individuals about chemical control but no one had found a good 

solution. I did spray glyphosate on a small bush 3 times before it died. The Alabama Cooperative 

Extension System and other professionals recommend Triclopyr ester, which is found in several 

brand names. I found that using a surfactant and dye will improve your chances of being 

successful. Apply to cut stems with oil on the stump and sides, basal cuts to the bole of plants, or 

foliar applications. 

 

Sources: 

 Loewenstein, N.J. and Enloe, S.F. 2013. Eastern Baccharis (Baccharis halimifolia) 

Identification and Control  Alabama Cooperative Extension System Timely Information 

Series: 

https://sites.aces.edu/group/timelyinfo/Documents/TIS%20eastern%20baccharis%20-

%20final.pdf  

 Ponderosa II field tests and eradication efforts by Walter and Annette Cartwright, 

Stewardship Forest, Tree Farm and TREASURE Forest, Butler County, Alabama. 
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